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MODELING AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Introduction

In order to better understand the principles of mass transport underlying the

observations and measurements associated with ttre Marysvale hydrothermal deposits, as

well as apply them to radioactive waste isolation issues, the previously discussed

analytical results were modeled using elemental and isotopic mass balance calculations, lts

well as large-scale finite-difference (FDM) and small-scale analytical methods. The large-

scale modeling effort looked at the fluid and heat fluxes, and associated oxygen isotopic

exchange between fluid and rock, of a hydrothermal system that could be generated by an

igneous intrusion of the size postulated at Marysvale. The small-scale modeling effort

looked at the effects of the fracture-controlled hydrothermal fluid upon the elemental and

oxygen isotope distributions proximal to some selected veins, veinlets, and joint surfaces.

4.2 Lar ge-Sc ale Finite-Difference Hyd rothermal Modelin g

Oxygen is the most abundant element in the Earlh's continental crust, with

estimated amounts of -47 wt. yo, -63 atom %o, md -94 vol. % @etty and Mason, 1959),

and is consequently ubiquitous in igneous rocks. Gven the proximity of the hydrosphere

with the lithosphere, there is a constant interaction between these two oxygen reservoirs.

This water-rock interaction occurs over a large range of temperatures and volumes. Based

upon the pioneering work of Urey (1947), the study of the oxygen (and hydrogen)
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isotopic values of the rocks and/or fluids after they have interacted can be a powerful tool

in elucidating and quanti$ing the nature of this exchange and its history.

The intensity of water/rock interaction (e.g., mineral alteration and mass

transport) associated with a hydrottrermal system is a function in part of the amount of

hydrothermal fluid circulated through the system, typically by an intrusive body acting as

a heat source. Further, ttre temperature, pIL Eh, and dissolved constituents within the

hydrothermal fluid affect the quality and quantity of the hydrothermal alteration. The

physical model used in this study calculated the two-dimensional distribution of

temperature, 6ltQock, 8ttofluid, streamfunction, and integrated fluid-mass-flux as a

function of time. These calculations were based upon initial model conditions such as:

temperature and shape of the intrusion; permeability of the rock bodies and fracture

zones; and 6rtO of the unaltered rock and source (meteoric) fluids, as discussed below

The main objective of the large-scale hydrothermal modeling exercise was to better

understand the natural hydrothermal system at Marysvale by computationally mimicking

the various operative processes as realistically as practicable. In particular, a concerted

effort was made to model the fault-controlled fluid transport and isotopic alteration as

exhibited in the Central Mning Area. Even though modeling cannot prove that a

particular scenario actually existed, it can test its plausibility and provide for a general

understanding of hydrothermal processes (Furlong, et al., l99l).

The large-scale hydrothermal model is built upon three main components: (i) a

physical model; (ii) a computational model code; and (iii) initial and boundary conditions.
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4.2.1 Physical Model

The first step in modeling the natural hydrothermal system wtrich produced the

mineralization and alteration observed in this study was the development of a realistic

representation of the distribution of the various rock units within the Central Mning

Are4 particularly at depth. This involved the reconstruction of the major geologic events

which preceded the hydrothermal system in question, using published geologic maps and

cross-sections as much as possible.

This reconstruction, shown in Figures 4.1 A-N starts with the Marysvale

sedimentary sequence deposited and exposed by the time of the Upper Jurassic at

approximately 150 Ma (Figure 4.lA). The Marysvale sedimentary sequence as modeled

comprises four simplified units (based upon Chart #36,page 153 of Hintze,1973 and

Kerr et al.,1957): l) the Kaibab and Toroweap Limestones (approximately 250 meters

thickness), 2) the Chinle and Moenkopi Shales (approximately 750 m), 3) the Navajo

Sandstone (approximately 750 m) and a) the Carmel (: Arapien) Shale (approximately

750 m). The uppermost Carmel remained exposed until the eruption of the Bullion

Canyon Volcanics at approximately 35 toZ2Ma@igure 4.lB). These volcanics (Tb)

covered the local Central Mining Area to an approximate thickness of 750 meters, based

upon data shown in Figure 6, page l5 of Ken et d. (1957). The next step in this

simplified reconstruction is the emplacement of the epizonal quartz monzonite (Ti) of the

Central lntrusion, at approximately 23lda (Figure 4.lC). The intrusion is modeled as a

highly simplified, anially symmetrical diapir, with a diameter/thickness ratio of

approximately 3 to l, considering the intermediate petrologic (and presumably rheologic)
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nafire of the quartz monzonite. Geophysical observations and field evidence of granitic

intrusive bodies in deeply eroded terrains suggest that the maximum diameter/thickness

ratio of intrusions is equal to or greater than one (Norton and Cathles, 1979). The

shallow magma body was flat-topped and l0 to 25 km across (Steven et al., 1984). The

emplacement of the Central Intrusion was followed by the collapse of the Monroe Peak

Caldera at approximately 23 Ma and the eruption of the intracaldera Osiris Tuff (To),

which is at least 550 m thick (Steven et al., 1984), Figure 4.ID. Cessation of the quartz

monzonite emplacement was accompanied by a slight resurgence and doming, as the post-

collapse magma rose close to the surface (Steven et al., 1984). The next igneous event

was the eruption of early (approximately 22to 2l Ma) Mount Belknap Volcanics (Tm)

(Figure 4.lE). This was followed by the intrusion of fine-grained granite (Tmfl associated

with Tm, at approximately 2l Ma @gure 4.lF). The model dimensions of this intrusion

were consfrained as realistically as possible using both its local current surface exposure

and subsurface eposure within the underground mine workings. A period of erosion

removed essentially all of the local To and Tm, erposing areas of both Ti and Tmf @gure

4.lG). This period of weathering and removal established an erosional contact between

the fine-grained granite and the subsequently erupted Red Hills Tuff (Tmr), as noted by

Kerr et al. (1957), uihich is more than 300 m thick near its source (Steven et al., 1984),

and relatively minor amounts of the Joe Lott Tufffrom eastern Monroe Peak Caldera

(Figure 4.lID. This was followed by the collapse of the Red Hills Caldera at

approximately 19 lvla. No significant resurgence is modeled for the Red Hills Calder4

based upon the observations of Steven et al. (1984).
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The final stages involve the emplacement (approximately 19 to 18 Ma) of a

"hidden" rhyolitic stock/pluton (T?), with associated faulting and differential uplift within

the Central Mning Area (Cunningham et al., 1982) @igure 4.1 I-K). It is this small

intrusion, evidenced by uplift and rhyolitic dikes, that probably served as the source for

the hydrothermal system at Marysvale. Figure 4.lL shour the erosion of uplifted rock

blocks above the hidden intrusion, and may be taken as an approximation of present day

conditions. Figure 4.lM shows an enlargement of the right-hand half of Figure 4.lL, with

the dimensions of 2.5 x 2.5 kilometers. The spatial relationships of the various rock units

as modeled are shown in Figure 4.IN, wtrich is a simplification of Figure 4.lM,limited

principally by the ma><imum number of individual blocks handled by the computer model.

Two fractures, Fl and F2, extend through the overlying Tmf and Tmr into the hidden

intrusion. They are a highly simplified representation of the fault planes in the CMA

which host most of the U-Mo mineralization, including those of the Freedom #2 veins.

Perhaps the most significant lesson leamed during the various preparatory stages

of the numerical modeling was the need to simpliS many of the physical pararneters

used. This included the spatial dimensions of the rock units, the porosities of the rock

units, and the scale of faulting within the model space. Much of this simplification was

dictated by the computational limitations of the computer code (and is currently the norm

for all such codes). However, the other simplifications were a manifestation of the lack of

geologic information, especially of the rocks at depth. It is critical to have this

understanding of the approximate nature of the physical foundation of the model, so that

any extrapolation of the results is critically performed and candidly presented. As noted
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by Cathles and Shea (1992), it is truly sobering to realize how little actual observation and

measurement exists that can be used to pin down and constrain most numerical models.

Model initid and boundary conditions (e.g., permeabilities, rock unit dimensions, fluid

characteristics, rock-water 6180 fractionation) do not need to be unerringly realistic, but

rather geologically reasonable.

The model results presented here are a first attempt. Further iterations of field

data collection (especially wittr depth) and model calculation would no doubt significantly

improve upon these initial results,

4.2.2 Computational Model Code

The computer code used is an updated version of one designed by Cathles (1977),

and most recently applied, in a study similar to this one, by Cathles and Shea (1992).

The computer code used an altemating direction implicit (ADI), finite-difference

numerical method (FDM). Other studies wtrich have used finite-difference codes to

model intrusion-driven hydrothermal systems and their effects include: Norton and

Knight (1977),Norton and Taylor (1979),Fehr et. al, (1978), Cathles (1981), Cathles et

d. (1983) and Cathles (1983). These and other similar studies are discussed by Norton

and Cathles (1979), Garg and Kassey (1981), Donaldson (1982), Norton (1984), and

Furlong et al. (1991).

Thermal anomalies within the lithosphere (typically associated with igneous

intrusions) are mitigated by both conductive and convective heat transport. Assuming

that the rock media surrounding the intrusion are both permeable to and saturated with
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fluid (groundwater), heat transfer from the intrusion is mainly by convective transport of

the fluid which has had its density decreased by thermal expansion. The heat and mass

transporr processes related to the circulation of the hydrothermal fluids can be modeled

and constrained by using the principles of mass, momentum, and energy conservation'

For a more complete discussion of the goveming equations and boundary

conditions which were used to mathematically model the hydrothermal system see

Cathles (1g77),Norton and Cattrles (1979), Norton and Knapp (1977), Cathles (1983),

Furlong et d. (1991), and Cathles (1997).

4.2.3 Initial and Boundary Conditions

The initial and boundary conditions used to computationally define the

hydrothermal model involved four key pararneters: (i) temperature; (ii) permeability; (iii)

hydrologic flow; and (iv) orygen isotope values.

4.2.3.1 Temperature

The initial temperature of ttre model intrusion was set at 700'C. The surrounding

cnuntry rock initially had a geothermal gradient distribution. No heat flow was allowed

through the sides of the system (Neumann boundary conditions as shown in Figure

4.110. Heat flow through the surface (depth = 0) was determined by the same heat

production equation for heat flow through the bottom bourdary used to represent the

geothermal gradient, in order to maintain a temperature of 20oC (i.e., a value-dependent
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flux condition). Assuming steady-state heat flow in only one direction (for geotherms

this is the vertically upward component z),the ambient thermal gradient is described by

uilrere A the heat production of the rock medium (W-o) and K is its thermal

conductivity [W-uK 
t]. Integrating Equation 4.1 for constant A and K and fixed heat

flowthrough the surface (go), yields

62T A

v*?=o

Tz = To aQaZ - 
Az2

K2K

Equation 4. I

Equati on 4.2

where To is a fixed surface temperature. For this model, A : 0, eo:3 HFU (wtrich is

twice as high as the crustal average in order to reflect enhanced heat flow from previous,

and ongoing, igneous activity in the Marysvale area), K: I x l0 I Wm-lKl (or 4.2 x l0-3

cal cm-rsec td"g t), and To = 20oC. The selected value for K is on the low end of the range

for typical water-saturated porous rocks of 4 to l0 mcal cm-lsec-ldeg'l (Verhoogen et al.,

1970). The surface temperature can be greater ttran 20oC due to heated fluid which had

risen to the surface from below

It was determined (via preliminary model runs) that an initial model calculation

period of 5,000 years of solely conductive cooling, plus an additional 50 years of

convective cooling and fluid transport (with all permeabilities equal to I mD) was needed

to establish computational stability of the model. In particular, this was needed to

smooth out thermal and mass transport disparities, especially "edge effects" along the left

(central axis) x:0 side. This initial conductive plus incipient convective cooling period

can also be thought of as roughly mimicking closed-system deuteric alteration within a
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natural system prior to the onset of open-system hydrothermal alteration. Isotopic

exchange was allowed" in the absence of convective fluid transport, during this initial

period. The main result of this run-in period was a smoothing of the thermal gradients

and initiation of fluid flow. As shown in Figure 4.1 I, the hidden intrusion (T?) is

modeled to have a neck or feeder vent, which is not included in subsequent physical

models, in particular the final physical model (Figure 4.lI'{) used for computation. This

does not adversely affect the model results for two main reasons. First, the existence of

this geologic feature is speculative (as are many of the subsurface features of the physical

model) and may well not be present at all. Second, since the amount of heat added to the

system by the intrusion is essentially dependent upon ic size (mass), and a feeder vent

likely represents only a small fraction of such an intrusion, the amount of heat

contributed by the feeder vent should be small relative to the intrusive body itself. All

times noted in text and graphs are subsequent to this initial period of cooling.

4.2.3.2 Permeability

The computer model allowed for seven distinct regions of permeability. For ttre

double fracture case modeled here, the permeability of selected regions was established as

follows (see Figure 4.lN):

o fracture zones (lower portion, depth > I km), 2.5 mD;

o fracture zones (upper portion, depth < I km), 5 mD;

. Tmf(fine-grainedgranite), 2rnD;

o Tmr (Red Hills tuff), I mD; and

. remaining modeling region (Tb), I mD.
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There are no published permeability measurements of Marysvale rocks.

Therefore, values ued in the hydrothermal model were made to conform as much as

practicable to general rock-type values and permeability models found in the literature, as

discussed below. The interconnected porosity of ttre rock is accounted for by the

selected permeability value, and is typically 0.1 to 0.001 of the total porosity of the rock

(Norton and Knapp, 1977), with smaller fractions being appropriate for unfractured,

plutonic rock.

Pusch etal. (1992) have characterized crystalline (igneous and high-grade

metamorphic) rocks as typically containing increasing "fracture orders" of discontinuities

(ointing, fracturing, faulting, etc.) as one observes the rock at finer and finer scales. They

ascribe conductivity, width, and inter-discontinuity spacing values to each of seven

orders. Their model is based upon mapping, compilation and statistical treatment of

structural features of all scales in crystalline rock, as well as on theoretical and

experimental studies of fracture evolution. The model implies that discontinuities can be

generalized as orthogonal, "fractureJike" subsystems, and is useful for qualitative

estimation of hydraulic behavior, such as its application to this hydrothermal study.

First-order discontinuities, rvhich are the largest-scale hydrologic features in their

model, have a typical spacing of - 3000 [m] and a typical average conductivity of - l0'6

[n/s]. These discontinuities would correspond to regional fracture zones.

Second-order discontinuities represent local fracture zones commonly with

spacings of 100 to several hundred meters. They may extend for several thousand meters
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and have a width, character and organization similar to first-order discontinuities. Their

conductivity is approximately l0'7 [m/s] with a typical spacing of 500 meters.

Fourth-order discontinuities, in the middle of their order scheme, represent the

"hydraulically active members of the basic fracture pattem". These are essentially

mutually orthogonal fractures with a typical spacing of - 5 [m] and an average

conductivity of - l0'rr [rn/s].

Seventh-order discontinuities, their smallest-scale hydrologic features, are the

interconnected voids which may be present at grain boundaries. They are assumed to

form channels with 0.1 to I [nun] aperture and - 100 [mm] spacing, with an average

conductivity of - l0-r3 [n/s]

The discontinuity orders, from the above model of Pusch et al. (1991), which

would be applicable to modeling the faulted Tmr and Tb Marysvale rocks in the Central

Mining Area are second-order (spacing = 500 [m]; conductivity: - l0'7 [m/s]), and

fourth-order (spacing = 5 [m]; conductivity = - lo-rr [m/s]) In other words, the Freedom

#2 veins, representative of the fault set at the Central Mning Are4 are best characterized

as mineralized second-order discontinuities, which cross-cut bulk rock that is

hydrologically controlled by fourth-order discontinuities.

Since the fine-grained Tmf granite body is observed to be markedly more

(probably hydrothermally) altered than ttre Tb, perhaps it would be more accurate to

characterize the bulk permeability of the Tmf with a value greater than that of the Tb,

perhaps l0'to [rn/s].
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The permeability of ttre remaining unfractured Tmf and Tb bulk rock, between

any applicable larger-scale discontinuity, can be assumed to be controlled by the fourth-

order discontinuities of Pusch et al. (1991), urless other smaller-scale discontinuities have

been activated (e.g., fracturing associated with trumel excavation). Thus one may simplifr

the hydrologic regime of a granitic rock as comprising a background conductivity of lO'tr

[nrls], except where cut by larger-scale discontinuities (e.g., Freedom #2 veins).

The model also constrained the intrusion to have a temperature-dependent

permeability, rryhich is modeled to decrease markedly as temperature increases above

approximately 300 oC (Cathles, 1983). Evidence supporting this temperature-dependent

permeability decrease includes the observations that almost all geothermal systems

contain reservoir fluids of less than 400 oC, and most are less than 300 "C (McNitt, 1970;

White, 1970; Cattrles, 1983).

4.2.3.3 Hydrologic Flow

Water is allowed to flow into and out of the system only across the surface

boundary. Water flowing into the system from the surface has an initial temperature of

20"C (Section 4.2.3.1) and 6180 fluid value of -14 96o, (see Section 4.2.3.4), and is

available in unlimited quantity (free flow). However, in real hydrothermal systems, the

amourt of water available is limited by the local recharge rate. For example, the Salton

Sea geothermal area (low recharge rate) is very saline and has a large 6rto fluid shifi,

whereas the Wairakei geothermal area (high recharge rate) is not saline and has a very

small 618o fluid shift.
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The only chemical interaction water has with the rock of the system is orygen

isotope exchange. Therefore, no elemental or mineralogical changes are taken into

consideration.

The viscosity and fluid density of water (assumed to be pure) are treated as

functions of temperature and pressure (therefore buoyancy driven), and the heat capacity

of the fluid is assumed constant at I cal g-r deg-r (Cathles, 1983).

4.2.3.4 Oxygen Isotopes

The initial 8rtQock value used for all rock types within the model hydrothermal

system was *7 7oo. This value was based upon whole-rock samples of Tmf and Tb

measured at the University of Chicago and recalibrated measurements from Shea and

Foland (1936). The (presumably altered) Tmf 6tto values range from - -2to +2 o/oo, and

those of Tb range from - 0 to +5 o/u. Even assuming that the unaltered value for Tmf

ranges from *l to *6 96, and that of Tb is as high as *7 o/oo, these values are low

compared to the typical range of unaltered granitic rocks of +7 to +l I 96o (Faure, 1986).

The cause of these apparently low 6180 values will be discussed later in this dissertation.

For the purposes of the hydrothermal model, it was considered reasonable to use a 6180

value of +7o/ao for hydrothermally unaltered rocks in the system.

The initial 6180 water value used in the hydrothermal model was -14 96, based on

measured local lVlarysvale river, spring, and mine waters (Shea and Foland, 1986).
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4.3 Results of Largc-Scale Hydrothermal Modeling

Based upon the previously described physical model, computational code, and

initial and boundary conditions, the results of the hydrothermal model are given below in

terms of four main characteristics: (i) temperature; (ii) hydrologic flow; (iii) integrated

fluid mass flux; and (iv) isotopic alteration.

4.3.1 Temperature

As shown in Figure 4.2,tte initial stage of convective cooling (after 5,000 years of

conductive cooling only) comprises the thermal aureole of the hot intrusion superimposed

upon the ambient geothermal gradient. Fluid convection is driven by the thermal

expansion of fluids around the hot intrusion. A plume of hot fluid forms above the

pluton and vents through the two fracture systems, as the convecting fluid transfers heat

from the pluton, coupled with a draw-down of cold recharging surface water which was

initially at20"C (surface temperature). The high temperatures of the inner region of the

pluton persist for as long as 10,000 years, since the permeability of the intrusion is very

low at high temperature, as discussed in Section 4.2.3.2.

Note that ttre discharge waters from both fractures are hotter ttran the waters on

the sides of either fracture. This is particularly noticeable in the thermal contours in

Figure 4 .2 for 2.5 to 4 .5 ka. However, by I 0 ka, the upper portion of the more distal

fracture plane experiences a back-flushing of cooler surface water, wtrich persists at least

until 25 ka (see also Figure 4.4). This change from hot to cold fluids, originating from

different source regions of the hydrothermal system, has important implications for the
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petrogenesis of any mineralization and mass transport within this model fracture plane.

Further, any change in up-temperature and down-temperature flow would likely result in

distinct mineral reactions and style of chemical alteration (Furlong et d., l99l). This

effect of trvo fracture planes within the model hydrothermal system upon the various

computed parameters, and the subsequent applicability to the analytical results of

Marysvale samples will be discussed in the following chapter.

By 100,000 years (see Figure 4.3), the geothermal system is clearly retuming to a

depth-only dependent geothermal gradient. Note, however, that the flushing of cold

(20"C) meteoric water (a steady supply is available across the surface boundary) through

the hydrothermal system has actually cooled the country rocks relative to the initial

geothermal gradient even in the presence of an elevated geothermal gradient. Thus similar

fracture-vented systems with unlimited access to surface waters would leave a depressed

geothermal gradient upon cooling. This is in contrast to the reasonable notion one might

have of an elevated geothermal gradient remaining from the cooling of a hot intrusion in

the crust. If this result is not an artifact of the model, it has particularly important

implications for multiple intrusive events where it may be incorrect to assume that

sequential intrusions would invariably create elevated paleotherms for any subsequent

intrusions in the sequence. Given compelling geologic evidence uihich constrains the

paleothermal history of a region, the use of this kind of modeling could also help

determine the timing of multiple intrusions. The most reasonable explanation is that the

convective cooling of the country rock by cold meteoric water out-stripped the
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conductive heating of the geothermal gradient fteat flow was continuously allowed at the

base boundary during model runs).

4.3.2 Hydrologic Flow

The convective flow of thermally driven fluids is depicted by the dashed curves

superimposed on the temperature contours in Figure 4.3, and with velocity vectors

[mm/Vr] in Figure 4.4. T\e direction of fluid flow is contoured using the streamfunction

values, wtrich may be regarded as pseudo-flow lines. The streamfunction values have

been nondimensionalized using the domain (2.5 km) of the physical model.

Consequently, the more extreme the morimum value of the streamfunction (spaced in

whole units in Figure 4.3), the more intense the convection or vorticity, of the

hydrothermal system. The variation in velocity vector magnitude in Figure 4.4 is caused

by the much higher permeability of the fracture zones allowing much greater fluid flow

velocity, as well as enhanced fluid mass flrur within regions of equal permeability (e.g.,

near the pluton/country rock contact).

The flow vectors clearly show that, even in the nascent stages of the hydrothermal

system, the fracture z)nes markedly focus the flow. The impermeable nature of the hot

pluton is also apparent by the flow lines bending around, and being compressed by, the

intrusion. As portions of the pluton cool below approximately 300 to 350 oC, they

become exponentially more permeable to fluid flow, wtrich is shown by the flow lines

sweeping into the intrusion with time. By 25,000 years, the entire pluton is being

convectively cooled.
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Another interesting feature of this particular model is the appearance of a second

vortex, starting after approximately 1,000 years of convection. The first vortex persists

through approximately 5,000 years of convection. This second vortex subsequently takes

over as the rotational point for ttre entire hydrothermal system, and would presumably

persist until the cessation of all convection within the system. In systems with relatively

high permeability, unicellular circulation can break down, with the formation of secondary

convection cells (Furlong et al., l99l).

Figure 4.5 shows the marimum absolute streamfunction value for the entire model

system as a function of time. The most intense period of convection occurs after

approximately 15,000 years. The majority of fluid flow has taken place after 25,000 to

50,000 years of convection in this particular model case. These results are at least partly

affected by the model assumption regarding change in permeability at 300 "C. The

marimum rate of fluid circulation is mainly a function of permeability, and slightly a

function of the size of the cooling pluton (Cathles, 1977).

4.3.3 Integrated Fluid Mass FIux

Figure 4.6 shows ttre integrated fluid mass flux [kglc.'] passing through the

convectively cooling rock as a function of time. Figure 4.7 shows the ma<imum value of

the integrated fluid mass flux [kg/cm'] within the hydrothermd system as a function of

time. The initial areas of elevated fluid mass flux are along the isotherms between

approximately 300 to 350oC, and within the two fracture zones. This general trend

continues through approximately 5,000 years of convection. By 10,000 years, both of
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the fracture zones have much more pronounced flow-through than any other region within

the system. Thus the integrated fluid mass flux within these fracture zones exceeds that

of the rest of the system.

Bottr analytical approximations and numerical models indicate that the mass of

fluid convectively driven by a cooling intrusion is at most equal to the mass of the

intrusion (reflective of the energy balance within the system), and for many systems the

ratio is typically less, between25%o and 50%o (Furlong et al., 1991, based upon Cathles,

l98l; Norton and cathles, 1979; criss and Taylor, l9s6). Furlong et al. (1991) further

note that this observation is independent of permeability within the system, although

permeability is the primary control on fluid flux. As permeability increases, cooling time

decreases, and total mass flux of convectively driven fluid remains essenfially the same.

4.3.4 Isotopic Alteration

Fluid-rock isotopic exchange was allowed to take place in the model hydrothermal

system during the initial run-in period of 5,000 years of conductive cooling (no convective

fluid transport) and subsequent 50 years of fluid convection, as previously discussed in

Section 4.2'3'1. The model approximates the extent of isotopic exchange between the

rock and fluid by exchanging only a fraction of the rock (input value) with the fluid in

each numerical time-step and using an empirically-based kinetic rate constant (Cathles,

1983)' This pseudo-exchange kinetics is slow enough that the meteoric water 6rsO

signature can persist to a significant depttr before coming into isotopic equilibrium with

the rock, and can even obtain 6rtO values less than the boundary condition value of -14
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96o in the near-surface due to low-temperature (< - 35" C) water/rock interaction (i.e.,

Aock-watcr > 2l 060). Further movement of the fluid, both to greater depth and up the

thermal gradient surrornding the cooling pluton, is in isotopic equilibrium with the rock

medium. The isotopic results of this model are similar to others (e.g., Cathles, 1983;

Norton and Cathles,1979; Cathles and Sheq 1992). One particular result of the model is

that fluid-rock isotopic equilibrium is achieved wherever the temperature of the system

exceeds approximately 100'C. This is inconsistent with mineral separate 6180 data from

active geothermal systems, where equilibrium requires temperafures much greater than

l00oC, and may be reflective of the low activation enerry (- l5 kcal/mole) used in the

oxygelr isotope exchange calculation.

Figure 4.8 shows the evolution of DttOfluid as the pluton convectively cools

wittrin the model system. Initially, the 6r8Ofluid value is strongly dependent upon the

ambient temperature since it is established by isotopic exchange with the country rock,

without any fluid transport allowed, and therefore mimics the thermal pattem within the

system (see Figure 4.2). However, u*ren the fluid is allowed to convect while it

exchanges with the rock of the system, the value of 6tEOg66 becomes more a function of

the local 8ttQock value, and less a function of ambient temperature (due to the kinetic

controls imposed upon the isotopic exchange process).

Note in particular the rising plume of 
r8O-enriched 

fluid (morimum around 8 96o)

wtrich separates itself from ttre fluid in equilibrium along the top-most pluton/country

rock contact. The water in the high-temperature contact zone is anomalously positive
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because of the thermally reduced isotopic fractionation between the local rock and fluid.

This positive isotopic signature persists as it rises above the intrusion because the

exchange kinetics slow down its re-equilibration with the cooler rock (Cathles, 1983). It

is focused strongly within the Fl fracture plane (and to a much lesser degree in the F2

fracture), and breaks through to the surface between 3.5 and 4.5 ka. It traveled down a

thermal gradient during its flowthrough the fracture with model velocities in excess of 500

mm/a after 3.5 ka. This down-temperature flow of 
tto-enriched 

fluid exchanges with the

rocks around the fractures which in tum become 
tto-enriched 

relative to their initial

values, shown in Figure 4.9 as the orygen isotopic shift (Al8O,*1: 6180.o"r@t - 6ttO,*n

@=i. Some of the greatest 
tto-errrich-ent 

of the Fl fracture rock occurs around 4.5 ka

to l0 ka when the fracture is beginning to reach its period of ma><imum discharge. The

isotopic effects of the "reverse flow'' within F2 cannot be clearly seen in Figure 4.8, but it

does produce an incursion of meteoric water with a lower 6180 value into the upper

portion of the fracture. This can be seen in Figure 4.9 as a steepening of the Al8O,o.r

gradient to the left of the F2 fracture.

Some of the positive 6tto fluid does not travel up through and out of the Fl

fracture, but courses back down as part ofthe convective cell centered above the pluton

and proximal to the fractures (see Figure 4.4). This is seen as a cusp of positive 6180

fluid around l0 ka, and persists for as long as 25 ka. By 50 k4 this positive 6tto fluid

exists as a greatly 
tto-di.inirhed 

mass (6tto: -4 to -8 %) in the center of the system,

much cooler than before (<100"C), and presumably diluted by meteoric water, as well as
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exchanged *ittr 
lt0-depleted 

rock at the cooler temperatures. The evidence of this fluid-

rock exchange is seen in Figure 4.9 asan expanding lobe of 
tto-"*i.hed 

rock as early as

4.5 ka and still existing after 50 ka of convective cooling.

The latter stages of hydrothermal alteration within the system are much more

subdued in the range (morimum and minimum) of isotopic shift achieved, as well as any

gradients, for both 6ttofluid and ArtOleck. This change in the range of isotopic values

within the system is shown in Figure 4.10 for 6ttoflrrid and Figure 4.1I for ArtQock.

The morimum 6l8Ofluid values (>4o,6.) are due to high-temperature (>300'C)

rock-water exchange during early (0 to 25 ka) hydrothermal activity, and represent

trapped and uncirculated fluid (8ttOnuia = 0 to -l',6.) in the latter stages. The minimum

DttOfluid system values (-14 to -18 960) represent meteoric fluid, with or without low-

temperature (<50oC) rock-water exchange, throughout the history of the model

hydrothermal system. Most of the system fluid has reached a minimum value by 50 ka.

Figure 4.1I shows that the model system immediately develops rock both

enriched and depleted in 
tto 

relative to its initial value (+7 96o). The peak of 
tto

enrichment (AttQock > lO o6i), as noted previously, is caused by the pulse of high-

temperature, positive 6tto fluid within the Fl fracture which in tum alters the ambient

rock to values much greater than its initial value.
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4.4 Small-Scale Analytical Mass Transport Models

The most important aspects of this dissertation concem the nature of the

elemental mass transport and oxygen isotopic exchange exhibited by the samples MVl70

and MVl7l. The data pertaining to both of these have atready been shown, particularly

as functions of distance (i.e., profiles) from their respective hydrologic feature

(fracture/vein). Elemental profiles can possibly shownot only which elements have been

removed from and added to the rock, but also reflect the relative importance of diffusion

and advection related to any elemental transport by the hydrothermal fluid. O>rygen

isotope profiles can possibly indicate the origin of the hydrothermal fluid, the

temperature of exchange, and any pre-hydrothermal fluid/rock interaction.

The purpose of this section is to discuss these elemental and isotopic relations.

This will be attempted by the use of mass balance calculations, analytical modeling, and

further interpretations of the finite-difference model results, particularly within the model

fractures Fl and F2.

Preliminary calculations were performed to assess the effects of hydrothermal

alteration upon the mass balance using the isocon method (Grant, 1986). Under the

assumption of Ti conservation, all of the Marysvale samples were compared to one

another in order to estimate elemental loss and gain. However, due to the effects of high

and variable Ti content, the subsequent results were somewhat equivocal, particularly in

terms of the small-scale (mm to cm) spatial distribution of the measured elements. Also,

ttris method was not disceming of possible transport mechanisms (e.g., diffusion and

advection). Consequently, further mass transport considerations were based upon
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analytical solutions of appropriate diffusion-only and coupled diffusion-advection

transport equations, as discussed below, which yielded results not only in terms of

frurdamental transport mechanisms, but allowed the results to be directly applied to

radwaste isolation issues.

4.4.1 Analytical Elemental Mass Transport Modeling

Wallrock alteration (and associated mineralization) is a process of irreversible

chemical exchange, wtrereby some elements are depleted from the altering rock and

thereby enriched in the fluid" r,vhereas some elements are enriched in the altering rock and

depleted in the fluid. Only the altered wallrock remains from the alteration reaction, since

the fluid does not persist in the system (except possibly as fluid inclusions).

The change in concentration of elements in the rock matrix near hydrologically

active fractures in the studied profiles from Marywale can be considered to be due to

eittrer the removal or addition of elements associated with the rock matrix via

hydrothermal fluids flowing from the fractures through the rock matrix. This

hydrothermal transport can be characterized as comprising two main processes, diffusion

and advection. In addition, mass transport can include the influence of elemental sources

or sinks which may be present wittrin the rock media. Examples of such processes

include: radioactive decay, biodegradation, hydrolysis, adsorption equilibria (e.g., ion

exchange), chemical equilibrium (e.g., mineral dissolution and precipitation), and simple

chemical kinetics (e.g., mineral dissolution and precipitation rates). The transport
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mechanisms of diffusion and advection may be coupled together, with or without the

source/sink term, and expressed as one-dimensional mass conservation in the form:

AC
at

diffusion advection

-D a'q- -v ac
x 0x'  x 0x

source/sink

tJ Equation 4.3

where C is the concentration of a given element, D, is ttre diffrrsion coeffrcient (or

"diffusivity") in the x direction, 4 is the velocity of the fluid in the x direction, "/ is the

term representing either addition or subtraction of the solute, t is time, and x is distance

perpendicular to the fracture (e.g., Domenico and Schwartz, 1990; Drever, 1988; Javandel

et al., 1984). If the source concentration for a given element is constant and advection is

steady-state, then a concentration maximum (as a function of x) signifies production (i.e.,

positive "I) and a concentration minimum signifies removal (i.e., negative J), possibly via a

chemical (i.e., mineral) reaction. The concentration term C can refer to either the solute

concentration in the moving fluid ( Cp ) or the concentration of that element within the

solid rock mafrix ( C* ) transferred from ttre fluid. If the transfer of the solute element in

the fluid to the solid rock matrix is due to a fast, reversible process (e.g., adsorption), then

C"
Ca and C, can be related by a distribution coeffrcient (i.e., IQ) such that f = Ka,

VF

wtrich is discussed in more detail below

Two-dimensional mass transport requires additional components expressing

movement in a direction other than x. These could include D, for transverse dispersion,

andV, for fluid flow orlhogonal to elemental diffusion.
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For this study, analytical solutions to the diffusion-advection mass transport

equation were fitted to measured elemental concentration profiles within the rock matrix
in order to estimate key transport parameters applicable to the Marysvale mineralization.

This involved choosing initial and boundary conditions that are appropriate to the

system' Depending upon the selected conditions, one will obtain different solutions to
the differential Equation 4.3, and any other applied terms (e.g., J).

Important considerations include the assumptions that the fluid established an

equilibrium concentration (related by Ie) in the rock adjacent to the vein at x : o (c l)
relative to the vein fluid (a :l such that C I = c i/r ,,that the elemental concentration

in the rock (c i) is related to the elemental concentration of the fluid passing through the

rock (ci) such that c i= c X/* ,,as a function of distance from the vein, and that at

the distance radrere the vein fluid has not interacted with the rock ci becomes equivalent

to the elemental concentration initially in the rock (ci). Gven its application to the

transport of nuclear waste elements through fractured medi4 this study focused on

measured concentration profires where c I was greater than c i, (i.e., eremental

concentration within the rock was enriched by the hydrothermal fluids). However,

measured concentration profiles uilrere C,*, C I (i..., elements depleted by the

hydrottrermal fluids) were also studied to see if similar results would be observed in the

opposite transport direction.
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4.4-l.l Some underlying processes Related to Mass Transport

One of the important applications of the above analytical modeling results is the

calculation of distribution coeffrcients that can be used in assessing the ability of a

geologic material to effectively retard the transport of a given element. In terms of

radioactive elements from an underground repository, retardation will be caused by the

sorption of elements into the rock matrix adjacent to hydrological conductive fractures,

and should exhibit profiles analogous to those studied in the Marywale samples.

4.4.1.1.1 Retardation

Retardation, which can be caused by various mechanisms (e.g., sorption), can be

expressed as the ratio of the solute velocity relative to the fluid velocity, and can be

considered to diminish the overall transport (Equation 4.3), such that:

acF I  t -  drc,  
v dc,  I

T; =F 
L\F -rxT * 'J

and R can be expressed as:

R =vr _r.(  W\
vs t Q" )

Equati on 4.4

Equatron 4.5
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porosity (0" = *, and 0 = Yidr-'l*'), p" is the bulk density of the solid mediunu
l-0' total volume' '-

where Z, is the velocity of the solute, Z1 is the velocity of the fluid, 0, is the effecfve

urd Ka is the distribution coefficient (see discussion below).

Retardation mechanisms can be categorized as either chemical (e.g., chemical

adsorption (chemisorption), electrostatic adsorption (ion-exchange), precipitation, and

mineralization) or physical (e.g., physical adsorption (physisorption), matrix diffusion,

molecular filhation, and ion exclusion).

4.4.1.1.2 Adsorption

Adsorption is a term which is used to describe generically the interaction of a

solute attached to a solid surface (versus absorption, which describes interactions that

include those below the surface, into the sorbing mass). Three main types of adsorption

are chemical, physical, and electrostatic.

Chemical adsorption is caused by chemical bonding between the solute and the

sorbing surface. This process is reactant-specific, usually irreversible (especially at low

temperatures), and slow. The binding forces are the strongest (typically 40 to 400

kJ/mole) of the three sorption mechanisms, comparable to those leading to formation of

chemical compounds (Moore, 1972).

Physical adsorption is caused by interactive forces between the adsorbed

molecules and the sorbing surface that are similar to van der Waals forces between

molecules. This process is relatively nonspecific (and rather independent of the solute
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concentration and ionic strength), generally reversible, and typically fast. Physical

adsorption is the major sorption mechanism for hydrolyzed and complexed metal ions.

Electrostatic adsorption (or ion-exchange) is caused by Coulombic forces from the

attraction between ions (of the same sign of charge) in solution and the oppositely

charged sorbing surface. Electrostatic adsorption is surface and ion dependent, and

reversible at equilibrium.

Sorption, especially at low solute concentration values, is generally modeled as a

reversible process. Precipitation becomes a more dominant process relative to sorption at

higher solute concentration values. In circumstances where the total amount of dissolved

solids in the groundwater is high, a chemical environment can develop in rvhich complexed

metals co-precipitate as solid-solutions within mineral phases, or effectively co-

precipitate in association with amorphous precipitates. The stability of these

precipitated phases, which will dissolve at lower-than-saturation levels, depends upon

whether the concentration of the precipitating solutes is maintained at saturation levels.

Desorption rates are generally slower than sorption rates, to the extent that

sorption may be effectively irreversible. However, irreversible adsorption processes are

diffrcult to demonstrate, and performance assessment models usually make the

conservative assumption that all retardation processes are instantaneously reversible.

4.4.1.1.3 Distribution Coeflicient (Kd) and Isotherms

The simplest concept of the distribution of a solute between an aqueous and solid

phase is one in which the sorption mechanism is instantaneously reversible, regardless of
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the solute concentration. Under these circumstances, the distribution function IQ is

referred to simply as the distribution coeffrcient (or distribution ratio), such that

Ka=
trutss of solute on solid per unit nutss of solid IM I Ml

Equati on 4.6
concentration of solute in solution[U I L'l

rryhich has the reduced rurits of L3A,I (e.g., m3/kg, liter/kg, and ml/g). Sometimes, a

distinction is made between the bulk distribution coefficient IQ (involving the entire solid

mass), and the surface distribution coeffrcient K" (involving only the surface of the

sorbing material) uihich has reduced unie of L (e.9., m). As defined, IQ is valid only for

fast (relative to transport rate), reversible reactions that are independent of concentration.

In order to address the issue of the dependence of mass partitioning upon

concentration, one makes use of relationships known as isotherms, which are expressions

of the conespondence between C, as a function of C^ at constant temperature. If the

isotherm relationship is linear, then it is equivalent to the distribution coeffrcient IQ noted

in Equation 4.6. Two nonlinear isotherms which are often applicable to natural settings

are the Freundlich and Langmuir isotherms.

4.4.1.1.4 Calculated trfu From Concentration Profiles

In advection-dominant concentration profiles, the retardation of a solute relative to

a conservative tracer appears as a separation (measured at their mid-points) of the

profiles, where the distance traveled by an unretarded, conservative tracer is the same as
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that of the water iself. In diffusion-only profiles, retardation appears as a decreased

apparent diffusivity relative to a conservative tracer.

Consequently, under the appropriate conditions and mindful of the appropriate

assumptions, concentration profiles can be used to express the retardation of a given

solute (via the relationship eryressed in Equation 4.5) in terms of its associated

dishibution coeffrcient lld. In order to determine a IQ for diffusive transport, the

duration of the transport event needs to be establistred, and for advective-diffusive

transport the velocity of the fluid also needs to be established.

4.4.1.2 Selected Analytical Equations

Both simple difftrsion and coupled diffusion and advection (both in the x

direction) mass transport models were selected to help quantifu the relative importance of

diffusion and advection associated with the studied Marysvale hydrothermal features.

These mass transport models are discussed below in more detail.

4.4.1.2.1 One-Dimensional Diffusive Transport

This simple model is based upon an analytical solution to Fick's second law,

which describes a concentration gradient due solely to difftrsion, as

ac a zg
-
dt  

-"x 
dx2

Equati on 4.7
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Given the conditions that the concentration of a given element within the hydrothermal

fluid is at equilibrium with the rock via a linear IQ and the concentration of that element

within the rock is initially homogeneous, i.e.,

14-
CR(0,1) = Cf, : lj and Cn(tO): G

Ka

where 4 is the concentration of a given element in the fluid in contact with the rock at x

: 0, d is the concentration of a given element in the solid rock matrix at x : 0, and d is

the concentration of a given element initially throughout the solid rock matrix (i.e., at any

x and t = 0), then analytical solutions to Equation 4.7 (e.g., Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959;

Grisak and Pickens, 1980) include:

c; lc l= 
' * (#) 

ui l rere coR>oand c^-o

and

Equation 4.8

C; lcl = ^( x 
.) uilrere C i- o and C^ > o'ealff i , t Equatron 4.9

If Cp (and therefore C ! and C fl; is some constant value greater than zero, and the initial

concentration within the rock (wtrich can be related to the near-vein concentration by

Ct*= k x C i) is also some value greater than zero, i.e.,

C^(O,t) - 7 o C'F 
and C^(r.,O) - C'r= lsx C Ir . - ,R- 

E
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then the analytical solution (van Crenuchten and Alves , lgg2) is:

If cp is initially zero, but changes with time in response to the diffusive transport of the
given element from the rock into the fluid, i.e.,

cn(0,0) =cg, c(r0) = i^ ,and ce(O,t): d (r)

then the analytical solution is

Equation 4. I I

wtrere Cl :Oand G >0.

Figure 4' 12 shows diagramatically the relationships between the key parameters

of the diffusion-only mass transport case. Graphical representation of the above four

"(  x \  c ' -  (  
-  \  n i=ena:t_+erfc l+l+"x

- \24 Dt ) 6'*"' '"\ i6 )-1 Equation 4.lo

whereCltOande >0.
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solutions to the simple diffusion equation are shown in Figure 4.13. As noted above, the

conditions stated for Equations 4.12 and 4.13 are those most applicable to this study.

4'4'l-2-2 one-Dimensionar, Nonreactive Diffusion-Advection

This model is based upon analytical solutions to coupled diffusive-advective

transport, as expressed in the first and second terms of Equation 4.3

ac azg dc
7t 

=D*F -VxE Equati on 4.12

Again, given the concentration conditions that

r-O
C^(O,t) : Cg : = and Cn(r0): G-' Ka

then analytical solutions (e.g., ogata and Banks, 196l; crrisak and pickens, l9g0; and

Domenico and Schwarta l99g) to Equation 4.12 include:

uilrere c 0R > 0 and C^ - 0 (as for Equation 4.s).

c ; tc*url*ffi)*{rr.,rr.,r,(ffi\l Equation 4,3
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c ; t cx = | | 2l' *(ffi) . {rv 
. x I D " *(ffi)} ]

If C7 (and therefore C ! and C !; is a constant value greater than zero, and the

initial concentration within the rock is also a value greater than zero (expressed as

C'n = kx C l), then the analytical solution (van Genuchten and Alves, 1982) is:

Equati on 4.14

where Cl t O and G > 0 (as for Equation 4.10).

Figure 4.14 shows diagramatically the relationships between the key parameters

of the coupled diffusion-advection mass transport case. Crraphical representation of some

selected solutions to the diffusion-advection equation are shown in Figure 4.15.

4.4.1.3 Analytical Model Computations

The above selected analytical models were applied to the measured profiles of the

MVl70 and MVlTl subsample series. The computations for solving these models were

done wittr the computer programs Excel and Mathematic4 using built-in minimization

routines (SOL\IER and NonlinearFit, respectively) based upon essentially equivalent

methods (Raphson-Newton and Levenberg-Marquardt, respectively).

For diffusion-only transport, curve-fitting was carried out allowing both

diffusivity (as Dt) and the ratio Ctnf C$ to vary, with all solutions constrained to pass
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through the first data point (i.e., 2.5 [mm] in MVl70 and 5 [mm] in MVl7l, unless

otherwise indicated). Values for D, Ch, and C$ were calculated directly from the best-fit

values for Dt (assuming t : 5 x l0tt [sec]) nd Chl*n .

For coupled diffusion-advection transport, curve-fitting was canied out allowing

the dimensionless tau (t: Vt/L) and Peclet (Np = VLID) numbers, as well as CinlCon,lo

vary, again constrained to pass through the first data point. Values for D, V, C'R, and C$

were calculated directly from the best-fit pararneters, assuming values of L (0.005 [m] for

MVl70 and 0.02 [m] for MVlTl) and t (again : 5 x l0rl [sec]).

Goodness-of-fit factors r and X2 were calculated for all curve-fits, with X2 used

as the controlling minimization factor during the curve-fitting calculations (i.e., best-fit

curves were chosen to minimize the calculated X2 of the curve fit).

Use of the Excel computer program, which cannot determine the complementary

error function (erfc) of a negative value, necessitated using the error function properly

erfc (x) : 2 - erfc(x) in order to solve some of the analytical curye fits of the data.

4.4.1.4 Initial and Boundara Conditions

The initial and boundary conditions used to compute the elemental mass transport

involved four key parameters: (i) elemental concentrations; (ii) diffusivity; (iii) time; and

(iv) fluid velocity.
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4.4.1.4.1 Elemental Concentrations (d and G)

The application of the following analytical models to determining concentration

profiles for the studied Marysvale samples required an estimate of initial concentration

values for both the rock media and the interacting hydrothermal fluid. The initial

elemental concentrations for the rock media were established using the bulk quartz

monzonite neutron activation analyses presented in Chapter 3. It is not possible to

directly establish the concentration of elements within the hydrothermal fluid. Therefore,

under the critical assumption that the rock matrix nearest to the hydrologic feature had

reached elemental equilibrium with the hydrothermal fluid via an appropriate Ie, the

elemental concentration of the sample nearest to the hydrologic feature was used to reflect

the elemental concentrations within the hydrothermal fluid. For most of the elemental

profiles, the sample nearest to the hydrologic feature was 0.25 cm for the MVl70

subsample series, and 0.5 cm for the MVlTl subsample series. For a few of the

elemental profiles, the measured value in the nearest subsample was anomalously low or

high relative to a simple diffusion-advection curve fit, and was therefore omitted from the

curve-fitting for that particular elemental profile.

Local thermodynamic equilibrium can be assumed if reaction rates between solids

and fluid are rapid relative to the transport of the fluid either by diffusion or advection

@ose and Burt, 1979). Consequently, incompatible phases should not contact one

another, and equilibrium exists between the solution and newphases being formed.
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